
 

 
Abstract: We propose a partitioning method for 

Resource Description Framework (RDF) graphs that 
include a complete conceptual schema in the form 
of RDF-Schema statements. The proposed graph 
partitioning method uses the statistics of a graph to 
compute an abstract graph, called a skeleton graph. 
The skeleton graph includes schema triples (i.e., 
edges) from the border in a hierarchy of query types, 
where the extensions of the schema triples have an 
appropriate size to serve as the units of distribution. 
The skeleton graph is clustered using a variant of 
the k-means clustering algorithm. The distance 
function that we use for clustering integrates 
locality-based partitioning with adaptive horizontal 
partitioning based on the structure of the query 
space.  

 
Index Terms: Graph databases, triple-stores, data 

partitioning, graph partitioning.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Data partitioning to shared-nothing servers is 
currently the only method that allows for the 
storage and manipulation of large-scale 
databases. Various forms of parallel computation 
can be implemented on a cluster of shared-
nothing data servers [3] to speed up the query 
execution. Partitioned parallelism provides parallel 
execution of a query on an array of servers where 
the data are distributed using some form of 
random partitioning, e.g., hash partitioning. 
Pipelined and independent parallelisms can be 
implemented in query execution systems that are 
based either on left-deep or bushy trees, 
respectively.    

Data partitioning is closely related to query 
execution [12]. A query can be posed to a given 
server or a set of servers only if the addressed 
data are stored there. Therefore, the design of 
data partitioning dictates the possibilities for query 
execution. For example, if the data are randomly 
distributed to a range of data servers, then a query 
must be executed on each server in a range, and 
the results are produced in parallel [1,6,10,13]. On 
the other hand, if the data is partitioned into 
locality-based partitions, then a query can be 
issued solely to those servers that store the 
addressed data [5].  
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Many triple-stores developed over the last 

decade use locality-based partitioning to speed-up 
processing of star-shaped queries [5,8,10,16]. 
The graph partitioning method METIS [9] is often 
used to compute locality-based partitions. Some 
newer methods extend the locality-based 
partitions by replicating the triples from the borders 
of partitions. The most popular among these 
methods is N-hop guarantee horizontal 
partitioning method [8]. Finally, inter-partition 
query processing can be optimized either using 
dynamic or static optimization methods [4,8,10, 
11,16].  

We propose a graph partitioning method that 
relies on a conceptual schema and statistics of a 
triple-store. The graph database Yago2 [7], which 
includes a complete conceptual schema, was 
used as the experimental environment for 
developing the proposed method. The method 
was introduced in [12]. 

In the first phase of the proposed method, the 
skeleton graph of a triple-store is computed. The 
skeleton graph is composed of a set of schema 
triples that represent the types of individual triples. 
These schema triples have extensions of an 
appropriate size to serve as the fragments of the 
distribution. They are selected from the poset of 
schema triples defined on the basis of the 
conceptual schema stored in the triple-store by 
means of the predicates rdfs:domain and 
rdfs:range. Therefore, the statistics of the schema 
triples from the partially ordered set needs to be 
computed to select the schema triples of 
appropriate size.  

In the second phase of the method, the skeleton 
graph is partitioned into k partitions by using a 
clustering algorithm. The partitioning is guided by 
the shape of the function that computes the 
distance between two edges of the skeleton graph. 
In the case in which the distance function is 
defined using statistics, we obtain locality-based 
partitioning. We also incorporate the following 
principle into the distance function: the query that 
addresses a large portion of the triple-store is 
distributed to numerous partitions, while the query 
that addresses a small amount of data is directed 
to a single partition. The partitions of the graph 
stored in a triple-store are determined by taking 
the extensions of the schema triples from each 
particular partition of the skeleton graph.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. 
The formalization of the RDF model is described 
in Section 2. The computation of the triple-store 
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statistics is presented in Section 3. The proposed 
graph partitioning method is described in Section 
4. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 
5. 

2. TRIPLE DATA MODEL   

A formal view of the RDF model is defined to 
provide a framework for the development of a 
partitioning method that is based on the semantic 
information stored in a triple-store. The semantic 
information is stored in the form of a conceptual 
schema of a triple-store implemented using the 
RDF-Schema [15] predicates rdfs:domain, rdfs:-
range, rdfs:sub-ClassOf, and rdfs:subPropertyOf. 

The RDF graph [14] stored in a triple-store is 
composed of three types of nodes: class, instance, 
and predicate nodes. Class nodes must be 
defined as sub-classes of the top-level class 
rdfs:Class. Instance nodes are related to one or 
more class nodes by the predicate rdf:type. The 
predicates used as the labels of arcs are defined 
as the instances of the class rdf:Predicate. 

As a consequence of the separation between 
class and instance nodes, we have two types of 
triples that stand for the arcs of the RDF graph. 
The schema triples represent the types of instance 
triples. For example, the schema triple 
(person,livesIn,city) is a type of instance triple 
(john,livesIn,tokyo). The node john is an instance 
of the class node person, and the node tokyo is an 
instance of the class node city. 

The set of all graph nodes are partially ordered 
using the predicates rdfs:subClassOf, rdfs:sub-
PropertyOf, and rdf:type. The generalized rela-
tionship among the graph nodes is referred to as 
the more-specific/more-general relationship. The 
sub-class is more specific than its super-class, 
and an instance of a class is more specific than its 
class. Finally, the sub-property is more specific 
than its super-property.  

The partial ordering of graph nodes is extended 
to triples. A triple is more specific than one that 
includes components that are more general or 
equal to those of the more specific triple. The 
poset of triples is used in the definition of a schema 
triple interpretation. First, an ordinary 
interpretation of a schema triple includes all its 
instances, i.e., triples that are composed of 
instances of the corresponding schema triple 
components. Second, the natural interpretation of 
a schema triple includes all triples that are more 
specific than a given schema triple. 

3. STATISTICS OF TRIPLE-STORES 

The computation of the statistics of triple-stores 
is based on the triple-store schema that is 
composed of a set of schema triples. The schema 
triples from the schema graph are selected in such 
a way that they represent the types of queries. The 

triples that these queries address represent the 
interpretation of the selected schema triples. The 
statistics are the counters of all and distinct 
instances of the schema triples.  

The statistics of a triple-store is computed by 
first deriving the types, i.e., the schema triples, of 
each particular triple t in the triple-store. The 
statistics are updated for each computed types of 
t. Since the number of all possible types of a given 
t can be huge and the derivation of the hierarchy 
of possible types implies the disk access for each 
particular class, the computation time of such an 
algorithm is unacceptably high. On the other hand, 
it is straightforward to solely compute the ``stored'' 
types of a given t, which means that the statistics 
for the stored schema of a triple-store can be 
computed efficiently. However, this algorithm does 
not compute the statistics for the types that are 
either more specific or more general than the 
stored types of triples.   

We developed an algorithm with which the 
number of generated types of a given t can be 
controlled by taking into account only the types of 
triples that are some levels below or above the 
stored schema. Thus, the statistics are computed 
solely for schema triples we consider useful in the 
estimation of the size of a query result. 

4. SEMANTIC PARTITIONING 

Our graph partitioning method is based on a 
graph schema. Instead of partitioning a complete 
graph, the schema of the graph is partitioned first, 
and the partitions of the complete graph are 
obtained by taking the extensions of the schema 
graph partitions. The method for partitioning the 
schema graph incorporates two main ideas. 

First, to support efficient processing of star-
shaped queries, it is important that the strongly 
connected components of a graph reside in the 
same partition. Therefore, the star-shaped queries 
can be processed on one server without the need 
for communication with other data servers.  

Second, to be able to speed up the queries by 
means of partitioned parallelism, our method 
tends to distribute queries addressing a large 
amount of data to a large number of servers, while 
queries that address a small portion of a triple 
store are directed to a single server. Therefore, 
our graph partitioning method must follow the 
structure of the query space. 

To realize the above two ideas, we first split the 
complete triple-store into fragments of 
approximately equal size.  We show in the sequel 
that the query space is defined on the basis of the 
poset of schema triples. The selected fragments 
of a triple-store represent the border in the 
hierarchy of schema triples comprised of schema 
triples with the extensions of the appropriate size. 

The fragments are represented by the schema 



 

triples that serve as the types of triple-patterns. 
We show that the types define the portion of the 
triple-store addressed by a triple-pattern. In the 
case of a type of triple-pattern that is more general 
than the fragments from the border, it is projected 
to the schema triples from the border to obtain the 
schema triples that represent the portion of the 
triple-store addressed by the particular triple-
pattern. In the case that the type of triple-pattern is 
a schema triple from the border, then only the 
extension of this schema triple is addressed by a 
triple-pattern. 

The schema triples from the border of the poset 
are used as the edges of the schema graph. The 
clustering algorithm uses the schema graph to 
construct k strongly connected partitions of 
approximately the same size. The function 
distance(), which measures the distance between 
two edges, is based on the strength of the path 
between the edges, i.e., the size of the query 
defined by the path.  

Let us now present details about the compu-
tation of the schema graph as well as the 
computation of the schema graph partitions.  

A.  Construction of Skeleton Graph 

 The definition of the poset of schema triples is 
based on the predicates rdfs:SubClassOf and 
rdfs:subPropertyOf. Let us present some 
examples. The most general schema triple in a 
triple-store is (owl:Thing,rdf:Property,owl:Thing). 
All other schema triples are more specific than the 
most general schema triple. The schema triple 
(person,livesIn,city) is more general than the 
schema triple (scientist,livesIn,city) since the triple 
(scientist,rdfs:subClassOf,person) exists in the 
triple-store.  
 The algorithm for constructing the skeleton 
graph of a triple-store starts with the most general 
schema triple (owl:Thing,rdf:Property, owl:Thing) 
and replaces any of the components with more 
specific components obtained using the 
predicates rdfs:SubClassOf and rdfs:sub-
PropertyOf.  
 The order of enumeration is important in selecting 
the actual fragments (edges) of the skeleton graph. 
First, the S part of the schema triple is specialized. 
Hence, we first try to find the fragments based on 
the subject that favors an object-oriented 
approach to distribution. In the case in which a 
schema triple cannot be partitioned using the S 
part, we try to create partitioning based on the O 
part of the schema triple. If this also fails, then we 
try partitioning based on the P part.   
 The algorithm progresses recursively in a 
depth-first manner until it reaches a schema triple 
that has the number of instances close to the 
required number. Then the algorithm backtracks 
and continues with the next specialization, and so 
on, until a given schema triple is partitioned using 
one single component. Therefore, all schema 

triples that have the extension of an appropriate 
size are enumerated.    

B.  Clustering Schema Graph 

 The edges of the skeleton graph are the schema 
triples that have the extension of an appropriate 
size to serve as the units of the distribution. Each 
edge of the skeleton graph is assigned to a 
particular partition. The partitions are of 
approximately the same size. The partitioning 
function that maps the schema triples from the 
skeleton graph to partitions is denoted as P. 
 The partitions of the skeleton graph are 
constructed by means of a clustering algorithm. 
The skeleton graph is clustered into k partitions by 
using the function distance(). As discussed in the 
introduction to this Section, this function has to 
incorporate the locality of the skeleton graph 
edges as well as the possibility of partitioned 
parallelism.   
 The locality, i.e., the strength of the connection 
between two edges, can be defined on the level of 
the extensions of the triple patterns. The strength 
of the connection is determined by first computing 
the shortest path between the edges then 
computing the size of the join query defined by a 
path of edges. The strength of the connection 
between an edge and group of edges is the sum 
of strengths of connections between all pairs 
between a given edge and each edge from the 
group. 
 To allow partitioned parallelism, we also use, 
besides the strength of the connections between 
edges, the concept of sibling edges. Sibling edges 
have the same parent (more general) edge. In the 
case in which a group that has the strongest 
connection with a given edge includes a sibling 
edge, we take the second best-connected group, 
etc. Therefore, in the case in which the type of a 
triple-pattern is mapped to a set of edges from a 
skeleton graph, the edges are distributed to more 
servers depending on the actual number of 
skeleton graph edges.  

C.  Localization of Schema Triples  

 The type of triple-pattern tp is ttp such that the 
interpretation of tp is contained in the 
interpretation of ttp. After we derive the type of 
triple-pattern, it is projected to the skeleton graph 
Sg. The projection of ttp to Sg is called localization 
of ttp. The localization of a schema triple ts is 
implemented as a function that maps ts to a set of 
schema triples that are the elements of Sg. The 
localization function is denoted as L.  
 The localization is implemented on the same 
formal basis as the computation of the skeleton 
graph. 
 In the case in which the type ttp of tp is more 
general than all related schema triples from S, 
then the projection includes all schema triples from 
Sg that are more specific than ttp. The 
interpretations of these schema triples include the 
candidate triples for the query tp. 



 

 In the case in which the type ttp of tp is more 
specific than all related schema triples from Sg, the 
projection includes one of the schema triples from 
Sg that are more general than ttp. Note that all 
schema triples from Sg that are more general than 
ttp also include in their interpretation the 
interpretation of ttp. 
 In all other cases, the ttp intervenes in some way 
with the schema triples from Sg. Let us say that the 
schema triple from Sg is called ts. The two possible 
ways of intervening are as follows. First, one 
component of ttp is more general than the 
corresponding component in ts, and the other two 
are more specific. Second, two components of ttp 

are more general than the corresponding 
components in ts, and the other one is more 
specific. In all these cases we can use the 
intervening schema triples from Sg to represent ts.  

5. CONCLUSIONS 

We proposed a graph partitioning method, 
which is based on a graph schema and relies on 
the simplicity of the triple data model. First, the 
complete space of the types of queries is 
organized into a partially ordered set. The 
hierarchy includes from the most general type to 
the most specific types of triple-patterns. The 
uniform structure of the query space provides a 
convenient tool for the construction of graph 
partitioning methods. Second, since the structure 
of triples is uniform regardless of the semantics of 
the particular triples, they can, in the same way as 
in key-value systems [2], be freely moved among 
the data servers.  

We argue that the amount of computation 
required by the proposed method for partitioning a 
graph database is not high. The computation of 
graph partitions first requires the construction of a 
skeleton graph that can be bound by the number 
of levels above and below the stored schema 
graph. Second, clustering of the schema graph 
can be bound reasonably while still obtaining well-
defined partitions. Finally, the procedure for the 
localization of the triples addressed by a triple-
pattern needs to process just a few levels of the 
partially ordered set of schema triples to locate the 
addressed partitions. 
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